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HTML doesn't get parsed in Headings of articles

Status
 Closed

Subject
HTML doesn't get parsed in Headings of articles

Version
11.x
11.x Regression

Category
• Regression
• Release Blocker

Feature
Article

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Volunteered to solve
Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 0

Description
WYSIWYG articles are ok when displayed using tiki-read_article.php, plugin or newsletter but show html on tiki-view_articles.php

Check Article 2 wysiwyg
http://demo.tiki.org/11x/tiki-read_article.php?articleId=4

Now compare : http://demo.tiki.org/11x/tiki-view_articles.php
and also : http://demo.tiki.org/11x/tiki-index.php

Importance
10 high

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
50

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼
Hi Bernard,

So I was able to reproduce the bug but this is NOT a WYSIWYG bug. Its actually an issue with the parsing of the article header. I was able to enter HTML in the header and get the issue you had.

This is also a good reason why you should always create a SHOW instance for your bug. I wasn't even able to recreate the WYSIWYG editor in Article Heading like you have on Demo. I have no idea where that setting is in Tiki

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item4614-HTML-doesn-t-get-parsed-in-Headings-of-articles